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If I may, I wou-ld urge anyone having read the thesis, to make 
a point of visiting the kloof because the nature of the place 
can never be expressed by mere \'/Dreis or any amount of data . 
I hope that readir:g the thesis will be as enjoyable and 
stimulating an experience as was the research undertaken by 
the author prior to the preparation of this thesis • 
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The following section presents brief descriptions of each 
site which was found during the survey and is intended to 
assist readers who are not familiar with the kloof or the 
site situation . 
notes on:-
In each case the description includes 
- sit~ aspect (all orientations are magnetic bearings) 
- estimated sun availability 
- availability of shade 
altitude above the kloof floor 
- distance from other sites 
- natural screening and the estimated effects of wind 
and rain 
- site access 
view (where available) 
- nature of the site {shelter, open site, large/small) 
- nature of the archaeological debris 
relation to other sites 
Where ar{efact samples were made or rock art was present at 
the, site, tables and figures that list the occurrences of 
material on an individual site basis) are placed at the end 
of the particular description tci allow immediate acc~ss to 
the material. The tables include:-
- act u a 1 a l~t e fact counts from sam p 1 e s 
- percentage occurrences of artefact types and raw 
materials 
-·actual rock art image counts and description of the 
images 
The figures include:-
percentage occurrence of raw material in artefact 
classes for sampled sites 
percentage occurrence of artefact classes in 
specific raw materials 
'i r. ''"""'...._.,.,.,...,T-1""' ____ ," .,_,_,,.....,..._,._.,.-,.._,.,.,,_ ~,,,,.,....,.,.. ·-~•·· -"'"'f'•~ ~-., ·-·~--- .. -• •~·n··--,--"''•·•·• ·-. '"' , .. .,.,T_..,,"""3·;"''" ,,.,,,--.·-~----···-~-.-~.::~''"""',.,._.,,_,,.,.. ..... ;:-c.,...-._~.,., .0_.., ,.,~., ,,. •·-•.•·•r·••-, , ·•·c•:· .,. , ? 











~~here available, photographs of the sites accompany 
the descriptions. In some cases floor plan sketches 
and area sketches accompany the photogtaphs ot indicate site 
location where no photographs are available. A site location 
map accompanies this section and it should be noted that the 
s y m b o 1 s t o s om e d e g r c e ·i n d i c a t e t h e \<J a y i n w h i c h s i. t e s we r e 
treated, i.e. in some cases, for example, PL 8, rock art and 
artefact samples were recovered from a situation which suggests 
t h a t b o t h a r e p a r t of t h e 11S am e com p 1 ex '' a n d con s e q u e n t ·1 y n o 
seperate site number was given to either the artefact scatter 
or the rock art occurrence . 
Before beginning the site description, some general comments 
and observations should be made. 
The Dori~Rivier forms the main source of many of the raw 
materials found at sites in the kloof, though certain others . ~ 
are beleived to derivs from other sources. Material found 
in the river includes crypto crystaline ~ilicate (ccs) types, 
indurated shales or hornfels, quartzites, silcrete and occasional 
pieces of Bokkeveld quartzite or phillite. The indurated 
shales are most frequently found as are quartzites. Ccs pebbles, 
.silcrete and phillite are far less frequent and one has to 
search tc find these materials. Certain silcrete flakes found 
at some sites show a cortex which attests to their origi~ in 
a river gravel, i.e. smoothed and rounded. Quartz is a material 
which is available at any site and slabs of quartzite can also 
be fou~d at some places. Chunks of unindurated- shale can also 
be found in the river. The occurrence .of silcrete is more 
problematic than it would appear. Although some of this 
~ateri~l certainly comes from the river gravels, the occasional 
chunks ca~ be found lying on the surface in most areas ar1d these 
occurrences are probably the result of previous geological 
activity. The raw material aspect will be discussed in more 
detail at a later stage . 
The Doring Rivier, apart from providing many of tl1e raw materials 
in its gravels, probably forms the 1nost important water source 
for the area. During summer, pools of standing water are 
••···· ···~ -- "~~~"-·•- -· ....... _, __ ,»•-~·-······--- ' ... ·- -___ ..,..,~,.~- "-t:""""'·---·----~;: ~--·:-,:?· .................... ,......_.... 
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us u a 11 y a v a i 1 a b 1 e ·i f t h c l' ·j v e r- i s n o.t act u a 11 y f 1 o \'1 i n g . The 
river bed also provides an excellent source of clay. Not only 
h u m a n s r. e q u i r e w a t e r ~ a n d t h e r ·j v e t p r o b a b 1 y f o r me d a n i m p o r -
tant source of water for animals in the area as well. 
Water is available in other ways as well, i.e. the Brandewyn 
Rivier lies 13 kilometers to the west and recently (August 1981) 
this river was noticed to be flowing strongly notwithstanding 
the presence of a dam in the vicinity of the farm Boontjies-
kloof higher up the course. The situation of the water flow 
or p~esence during summer, or prior to the dam being built 
is not known. It is expected that the flow may have occurred 
on a more r~gular basis and as such this river would also have 
provided a good source of clay . 
S i n c e t h e . r e s e a r c h p r o g 1· am me t o o k p ·1 a c e d u r i n g t h e m i d d 1 e o f 
winter, July 1981, some other observations were made after 
heavy rains fell in the area on a few days. (Not a common 
occurrence- see T!\BLE A) In proximity to some sites, the 
geology, aided by erosional forces has provided natural 
catchment pools, ffiany of which had water present in them after 
the rains. (See site descr'iptions for their locations). 
These would probably only be viable for short periods of time 
after rain and then probably only in winter. 
The presence of reeds and small patches of grass in the bed of 
the kloof near the farm Hamelkraal or in the area of PL 19 • 
2 0 etc . as "' e 1 1 as the presence of VI in d n11l 1 s suggests that an 
aquifer is present in the area, which may lend itself to 
spring activity in this area. This is probably not ~notice­
able any .more since the pumping of water by the farmers surely 
lowers the wat~r table to quite an extent. 
The rain bearing wi11ds bl6w in from the north or north-east 
and rain is usually accompanied by stormy conditions and strona 
winds which recede and change in direction after the condi-
tions have passed. Winds then change to south or south-west 
and vary in strength, (winter conditions - personal experience), 
making conditions unpleasant at so1ne higher lying areas whtle 





T A B L E A . ;· . 
I 
• • • 
TOTAL JAN I FEB MAR f1PRIL [q,.w · JUNE JULY Jl.UG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
216 ~ 1 4,0 6,3 7,6 17,7 33,3 38,9 34,2 28,8 18,0 13,2 8,8 5,3 
46 1 1 2 3 6 7 i' 7 5 4 2 1 
135 l ,0 "l ,8 9,0 12,9 17,6 21 ,0 24,2 14,3 19.8 9 '1 8,6 4,7 
25 1 1 1 2 ~ 4 5 3 2 1 l , ..., j 
* !12 km upstream from the 
mouth of the Puts1aagte 
along the Doring Rivier. 
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places low down in the kloof are more sheltered) i.e. PL 16 
versus PL 8. Both anabatic and katabatic flow occurs in the 
kloof during the course of a day and these also vary in inten-
. s i t y • S i t e s ~1 o 1v e r i n t h e k ·1 o o f a r e m o r e s u b j e c t t o t h i s 
type of air movement. The daily temperature variation experi-
enced during the course of research was often quite marked . 
Generally nights were cold, with heavy frost occur~ing at times 
when snow lay on the Cedarberg Range to the west, and at other 
times heavy dew usually o~curred. Once the sun was up the days 
could become quite warm and made it unpleasant to work in 
the full sun. Other days could be cold, requiring a jacket 
to be worn while walking around . 
On the other hand, the summer conditions are extremely hot. 
Very high temperatures are reached in the kloof floor and 
frequently the middle periods of the day are windless and 
shade i~ definately required at these times. The nights too 
are unpleasantly warm and the nightly valleywinds are welcome 
for the small reli~f they bring from the warmth. 
The periods between mid-winter and mid-summer probably provide 
a moderated climate, i.e. spring or autumn, and these could 
for climatic reasons be seen as optimum periods for occupatio~ 
of the kloof. Other factors involved suggest spring being a 
1 i k e l y p e r i o d - S e p t em b e r , 0 c t o b e r ~ "' h e n m a n y p 1 a n t s i n t h e 
area flower and the presence of underground food resources 
can be easily detected and used early in the flowering period, 
before those plants which have corms and bulbs begin using 
the material stored in them during growth . 
Much of this informatio~ is based on the author's personal 
experience in the area during both summer and winter and while 
these conditionsmay vary to some extent~ these would be seen 
as generally correct for the area. These observations should 
be borne in mind during examination of the site descriptions 
and locations. Sites are listed in order of occurrenc~ moving 
up the kloof away from the river .. Descriptions of the arch-
aeological material and rock art are presented in PARTS 2 and 



















KEY RAW MATERIALS FOR FIGURES:- l:II, l:III, l:V, l:VII, 











, •.. , .. 
DESCRIPTION -· SITE PL i 
A large artefact scatter approximately 20 metres x 20 metres 
in area and only a few metres from the Doring Rivier which 
provid~s most of the raw material for this and indeed many 
of the other artefact sites~ i.e. cherts, hornfels~ quartzite 
etcetera. (See artefact table.) The site consists of an 
open sward and is not directly associated with any shelter or 
over-hang although just furthet' along the kloof at the same 
level is a small overhang which has been converted to a kraal . 
While the area of the scatter is in full sunlight for most 
of the day, winter and summer, shade can be found on the op-
posite side of the kloof during the morning and in the main 
Doring Kloof during the afternoon. The area immediately 
op~osite also has artefacts scattered over it but sin~e this 
area has been modified by farming, dams, pipelines etc. the 
scatter is heavily d~sturbed. Wh~t is noticeable is that 
the scatters in this area do include a large flake/Levallois 
element and as such are atypical of scatters for the rest of 
the kloof on the whole. The presence of 11 large 11 numbet·s of 
cores should also be noted. The lack of typical late stone age fonns/ 
artefacts should also be noted. No pottery was seen in any 
of the scatters in this immediate vicinity or the main scatt2r 
itself. An area of 8 metres x 2 metres was sampled on the 
main scatter and actual results are presented in TABLE 1: I . 
--
TABLE 1 : I I and I I I ref l e c t act u a l c ou n ts as percentage v a 1 u t: s 




























· G . - GRINDSTONE a - ANVIL 
FIG. D 
KEY: ARTEFACT TYPES FOR FIGURES:- l:I, l:IV, l:VI, l:VIII, 

















SINGLE PLATFORM CORES 











1 3 3 
UPPER GRINDSTONE 3 
Q ccs 
3 2 
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ANVIL 1 1 
A I 
t~~~~~ES (UNUTILIZED) -·---~-30_:-,·~~---4 __ 4 __ . _ 6 __ -+ 4 ~~ .1 '---- --~~~ - - 2.1 ______ ,_ ... 
*Large 
TABLE1:I ACTUAL ARTEFACT COUNTS PER RAW MATERIAL FOR 












. ·- -~· -... -
t--C-H -I P_S_;_'_ C_H_U_N_K 5--------~ 4/6 . 5 ~~ 7 
FLAKES 33,3 26)0 
M.S.A. (LEVALLOIS) 0,7 2~1 
ORDINARY/IRREGULAR CORES 2,3 
SINGLE PLATFORM CORES 6,5 
OPPOSED PLATFORM CORES 1 ,3 




2 , 1 
3,4 
0,7 
1 , 4 
2 '1 








p I TOTAL.! 
--------+----~----·: 
r::.7· 1 i 4" ~ I 
; J ' I I :; '~ I 
30 '4 . 
l ' 3 
? • 
._ ' I 
5)5 
l y 1 
1 ~ 5 
25,0 14~3 3,8 
0,2 - 16 '7 
UPPER GRINDSTONE 2,7 ! 0,6 
ANVIL 0,7 !I 0,2 
NODULES (UNUTILIZED) 2,6 6,8 28,6 · 4,2 ! 
1----------------l----------------------~-~------~ 
100~: 1oo% l1oo~~! 
' I 
TOTAL 100% 100% 100% 100% 
.. 












This thesis has as its main aim,the examination of 
1 a n d u s e p a t t e r n s i n a s u b s i d i v. r y I~ 1 o o f o f t h e D o r' ·i n g 
R i v i e 'r . i . e . t h e P u t s 1 a a g t e . T h e a r e 0. l i e s t o t h e 
east of the North e 1 n C e d a I' berg m oLin t 2. i n s and forms an 
intermediate area between the mountains and the Karroo. 
It comprises a marginal fynbos type situation which 
disappears as one enters the Karroo and is one of the 
last areas which provides true shelter situations 
formed in the basic table mountain series which also 
disappears as one moves into the shale areas of the 
Karroo . 
It is hoped t~at a study of the archaeological remains, 
both artefactual and the rock-art) will provide us 
with clues to its use by humans and specifically its use 
by San hunter/gatherers. It is hoped that we will see 
micro-scale implications within the material which will 
point to the specific uses of particular sites as well 
as allowing the material to be fitted into the overall 
scheme which has been suggested by John Parkington 
i.e. a seasonal movement between mountains and coast and 
a later increased dependence on plant food resources in 
the mountain zone. but many other aspects having \'tider 
implications will also be examined. 
The data has been presented the way it is to allow the 
read~r to familiarise him~elf as much as is possible 
with the kloof situation and Part I is devoted to an 
examination of the sites themselves. I urge that this 
section be examined for it will be of great assistance 
to the reader at a later stage. As far as possible the 
data has been made accessible where it is relevant to 
the discuss·ion . 
I apologise in advance for the tedious nature of some 
sections and for some strange grammar, and I hope these 
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FIG l: I PERCENTAGE ARTEFACT CLASSES PER RAW MATERIAL SITE PL I 
• • 
n = 309 
n = 6 
n = 1 46 
n = 4 
n = 4 





... ____ .. _, 
• H QZ Q ccs S ____ !:_]_I 0 T ~~-~-CHIPS/CHUNKS 62,6 32,8 l ' 3 0,9 0,9 . 1 - .. , jlOt'"' • ,J. ~ I ,) tC! 
FLAKES 71 '() 26,2 0~7 0,7 1 '4 1 007.; 
I~.S.A. (LEVALLOIS) 40,0 60~0 100% 
• ORDINARY/IRREGULAR CORES lO,O 30,0 1100~~ SINGLE PLATFORi~ CORES 76,9 l 9 '2 3,9 '1 00% 
OPPOSED PLATFORM CORES 80,0 20,0 100% 
DISC CORES 71 ~ 4- 28,6 h oox. 
I • UTILIZED PIECES 72,2 l 6 ) 7 5,6 5,6 'rl 0 f)~-I . ,_ " 
SCRAPER - 100 '100~~ 
UPPER GRINDSTONE "l 00' 1 0 07; 
'ANVIL 100 ' lOo:;; 
• NODULES (UNUTILIZED) 40,0 50,0 10~0 jlonc: . v /~ I ---·------ ... __ [ _____ "' 
' ' 
TOTAL 64,8 30,6 0,8 0,8 l '3 '"I , 5 1 0 0 ~~ ! 
~----· --- .... · 
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DESCRIPTION - SITE PL 2(a) 
This is a long rock-wall rather than an overhang although 
there ·is a small projection of rock near the top of the v1a11 • 
The fldor is sandy being open to the elements and lying. just 
above the h i g h f l o o d ·i eve 1 of t IH>. Do ri n g R i v i e r· . T hi s s i t e 
faces south-east and would receive sun from the early morn-
ing to mid-morning. The site contains both painting and some 
s t o n e • T h e p a i n t i n g i s v e t' y c r u d e b e i n g a 1 m o s t e n t i r e 1 y 
e x e c u t e d i n b ., a c k . T A B L E 1 : l ( a ) a n d 1 ( b ) s h o \'l s t h e t y p e o f 
paihting. A small scatter of stone is present on the floor 
and .inclueds some broken river cobbles of quartzite and hol~n­
fels and some hornfels flakes. Pottery is present at this 
site and' includes a coarse grained black sherd, and several 
medium thi~knes~ sherds, one of which shows red burnish. The 
site is approximately 500 metres from the mouth of the 
Putslaagte and has also unfortunately been used as a sheep 
kraal at some stage, hence the wall at one end. The 
scrappy nature of the paintings and the colour (black) could 




cf ~ ? TOTAL 
• rH U!YiAN S 3 2 5 
!FINGER SNE/-\RS 1 
Mf-\RKS 2 
DAUBS 22 
• LINES 14J 
AREAS OF PAINT 4 
• l:l(a) -·~--·--
TOTAL 
~-~~~-:~-~-~~_A_TF. __ ----J~---·--~-4~1 
48 
• l:l(b) 
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DESCRIPTION - SITE PL 4 
The site is a small. south facing shelter approximately 
30 metres above the kloof floor. It is about a 100 metres 
up the kloof from PL 1 and almost directly opposite PL 5 . 
(artefact scatter) This is the first true overhang encoun-
ter e d i n t h e k 1 o o f . T h e s i t e c o n t a i n s p a i n t i n g and one horn-
fels flake. The site would receive limited sun during any 
season and this would probably be during the late afternoon . 
No natural screening exists but wind and rain would not be 
expected to provide too much of a problem here·and further-
more the paucity of archaeological material suggests that the 
site was not used for extended occupation. Access is via a 
steep talus slope. TABLE 1:2(a) and (b) lists the rock art 
images at the site • 
-· '·"'"••--".-.~~r-•-••- , ....... ,. ·• -.·•-• • ·--·"··-·--·-······· .... __ _ --.-- ~~ .  - ~ -- -· - - -- ... ~- . ·-·~ ~ ., - ... ·-·· ~ .. ,...... .......... , ·---·. ~ .. . ............... ~- .. -- .. ---- _____ .,..,. __ 
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• . / 
• d' ~ ? TOTAL r-:-
STEEN/GRYSBOK 3 3 
IN DE T E R~1I NATE BUCK l l 






AN H1AL 4 
J I INANH1ATE l • L 5 
l :2(b) 
•• 
. TABLES. l :2 (a) (b) - ROCK ART H1AGES AT PL 4 
• 
• 
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View from kloof floor 
left of the rucksack. 











DESCRIPTION - SITE PL 5 
An open artefact scatter approximately 20 metres x 15 metres 
on a sloping talus-like area on the south side of the kloof 
in proximity to a rocky area and a sr~1all "overhang 11 • It is 
about 5 rnet,~es above the kloof floor. This area faces north-
east and as such would receive early morning_to afternpon 
sun and shade, if needed could be found on the opposite side 
of the kloof for most of the day, i.e. in the small shelter 
PL4. The raw materials present are found in the Doring 
Rivier which is approximately 120 metres down the kloof. The 
nature of the artefacts are more like those found higher up 
the kloof and the Levallois element is not at all prevelant 
at the site. No pottery was observed but small amounts of 
fragmented bone and ostrich egg shell occur. An area of 
4 x 1 metres was sampled and TABLES 1 :IV and ·v shows the 
actual counts and the counts as percentages of artefact 
tdasses and of raw material • 











H s QZ Q ccs p ITOTALi --- -- ------~ 
CHIPS/CHUNKS 63 11 1 1 7 6 l 
1 
FLAKES 64 3 9 ,. 4 86 ! 0 , I 
CORES 1 l ., 3 
I 
. 
UTILIZED 9 1 l 2 13 
ADZE 4 2 6 l 
REAMER 1 1 I I M. R. P. 1 1 ! 
UPPER GRINDSTONE l 1 { 
- _ _j_ __ _j 
TOTAL 141 5 21 9 9 2 jl 8 7 I ! 1 
.j 
TABLE l:lV ACTUAL ARTEFACT COUNTS PER RAW 














DESCRIPTION - SITE PL 47 
A small alcove 'on the north ~~·ight s4de of PL 18. f~ similar 
s i t u a t i o n t o P L l 7 , i . e . a n o p e n a r e a , n o o v e r h a n g , n o l' t h ·· 
east orientation, but this alcove is more exposed to noon 
and afternoon sun. Access is via the large boulders on 
the right of the cave and access is difficult, the alcove 
being about 20 metres away. The actual open area is smaller 
than at PL 17 and the view is very limited. Natural screen-
ing consists of boulders in front of the open area but these 
still leave the alcove open to wind or rain. A rock wall 
is available for painting. This surface in exposed to the 
. s u n a n d c o n s e q u e n l t y t h e i m a g e s a r e p a r t i c u 1 a r 1 y vi e a t h e r e d . 
T h e i m a g e s a r e p r e s e n t e d i n T A B L E l : 1 6 . T 1:1 o h o r n f e ·1 s a d z e s 
were the only cultural material noticed in the alcove. This 





• o• ~ ? TOTAL 
H UI~AN S 14 TI PALETTE 
• 18 
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DESCRIPTION - SITE PL 37 
A s m a 11 t r ·i an g u 1 a r n i c he for 111 e d bet \H' (' 11 s om e 1 a r g e b o ul d c~ ~~ s 
with a boulder· fon1in9 the flcor. The site faces east and 
i s a p p r o x ·i m a t e ·1 y 2 0 rn e t t e s a b o v e t h e k ·1 o o f f l o o r' . T h e s i t <:: 
is above and behind PL 29 (see photograph) There is a small 
s a n d y o. r e a i n f t' o n t . S u n ·i s a v a i 1 a b 1 e h e r e f o 1~ m o s· t o f t h e 
day but shade can be found in tiH:~ kioof to the south-east . 
PL 37 and 29 are about 300 metres up the kloof from PL 18. 
The site itself is insignificent and not likely to be 
considered for occupation and as such wind or rain are not 
likely to have any affect on the use of the shelter. SorrH~ 
rock art does occur on the "roof" of the shelter but it is 




cf ~ ? TOTAL • . ______ T ___ 1 




SHAPE , I 
• CROSS 
FINGER St~ EAR 3 
AREA OF ~1ARKS 1 
AREA OF SHAPES 1 




I 19 __ _.____ 
---·=r U~1AN 
..._1\N Hlf\ TE . 
• 11 1:17 (b) 

























DESCRIPTION - SITE PL 29 
A long rock wall, approximately 30 metres, with a ledge 
i n f r o n t a n d a b o u t 6 n: e t r e s a b o v c t h e k l o o f fl o o r . T h e ~~ e 
are two small overhanging sections of rock but these provide 
1 i ttl e cove~~ . The e a s t e r 1 y o i' ·j en t a t i on and ope;, n a t u r e 
of the site ensure that the site receives mid-morning to 
mid-afterrioon sun. Shade must be sought in the kloof to the 
south-east. There is a slight sandy covering over most of 
the ledge but bedrock shows through in most places. Little 
protection is offerred against wind or rain. Painting occurs 
is some quantity and the images are presented in TABLE 1:18. 
Artefactual material occurs both on the ledge anc\ belov; the 
ledge in a smalL dry run-off gul"ly, but not in frequencies 
as high as at PL 8 or 16 for example. A note was made of 
the material which occurs and this includes chips, chunks 
and flakes of all materials (except phillite), one quart-
zite core, one hammerstone and four upper grindstones, two 
silcrete scrapers, one ccs scraper, two hornfels adzes, 
one agate adze. OES and bone are present in low frequencies. 
Pottery also ·occurs and two unburnished body sherds were 
noted on the ledge. The exposed nature of the painting sur-
face has caused a deterioration of the painting and hence 
many indeterminate images are present. While the material 
indicates regular use, the situation perhaps does not suggest 
extended occupation, i.e. better shelters down the kloof, 
e.g, PL 18? 
• 
o' 'i' ? TOTAL 
-·--r 
• HU~'If~NS 4 3 1 02 109 ELf~. NO ~-:) 5 
HARTE:BEES 1 1 
INDET AN H1AL 1 1 
• Left R i h t ? ~---HANDPRINT 3 3 
MARK 4 
PALETTE 7 




• S~1E.AR 1 
AREA OF PAINT 21 
AREA OF ll'iARV.S 2 
AREA OF DAUBS 1 
• AREA OF LINES! 2 
l : 18 (a) 
• TOTAL 
~------T-HU!~AN 109 
AN H1/\L l I ~ • HANDPRINT INANIMATE 1 62 
181 
1 18 (b) 
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DESCRIPTION - SITE PL 50 
' ' -I 
The precise archc.eolog~ca·l implicJtion of this site ·is 
obscur? at this stage. It is a small (8 x 6 x 1 metres, 
breadth, depth, height) north-east facing shelter which had 
been totally walled up. Some rocks had been removed leaving 
a small entrance. Examination of the interior yielded a soil 
floor (compacted) on which lay one lower quartzite grindstone 
and three upper quartzite grindstones one of which had a 
p e ck e d d e p r e s s i o n i n t h e g r i n d ·i n g s u r fa c e . T h e s h 0 1 t e 1~ 
faces north-east and is about 40 metres above the kloof. It 
lie~ in the same ridge as PL 41 (see photograph) and is 
about 40 metres north-west of PL 41. Several other small 
shelters o~cur jn this area but none show any traces of 











DESCRIPTION - SITE PL 61 
An open scatter of predominantly large quartzite Levallois 
flakes and quartzite cores. The scatter is not dense and 
covers an area of about 15 x 15 metres. Similar flakes 
are found on the flat area above the ridae en route to PL 16 ... 
and 49 and indeed some Levallois flakes are found at PL 49. 
Some of the flakes at PL 61 show prepared platforms. Some 
smaller flakes of hornfels and silcrete are also present . 
This is the only scatter of this type noticed in the research 
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DESCRIPTION - SITE PL 49 
A large Table Mo~ntain Sandstone outcrop approximately 70 
·metres east of PL 16 and about RO metres above the kloof floor. 
An open, not very dense scatter of artefacts occurs on the 
flat sandy sward in front of the outcrop. The area covered 
is approximately 40 metres x 30 metres. Material occurring 
was noted and includes small numbers of hornfels chips~ 
chunks and flakes, one ho-rnfels adze, some quartzite Levallois 
flakes, one quartzite disc core, quattzite chips/chunks, one 
quartzite upper grindstone. Several pieces of pottery were 
noticed and include red burnished wares and unburnished 
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PLATE 19: PL 13: View from k1oof 
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DESCRIPTION - SITE PL 13 
A -boulder forming a small overhang on the floo( of kloof 
approximately 100 metres up the kloof from PL 12. ·rhe 
painted surface faces north-east. This is not seen as a site 
having any importance, other than being used for painting. 
No artefactual debris occurs here. A site which must be 
viewed in terms of the clustering in this area. The reck 












DESCRIPTION - SITE PL 30 
A small shelter, long and low, with several large boulders 
inside the shelter itself which limit the open floor space . 
The floor of the cave is an extension of the kloof floor 
and as such that float~ VJhich is available is sandy _and may 
harbour a deposit of approximately 10 centimetres on the 
left hand side of the sh~lter. The site faces north and the 
shelter itself would receive afternoon-late afternoon sun. 
The open area in front (k1oof floor) would receive su~ most 
of the day. Shade can be found on the opposite side of the 
kloof at all times. The shelter provides little protection 
from the wind, and rain would penetrate the shelter easily. 
Thi~ site is about 500 metres away from PL 29 if one follows 
the kloof floor. This site and PL 31 and 32 can be reached 
more quickly however by crossing the. saddle between PL 37 
and 31. (see figure B) Painting is present at the shelter 
a n d t h e i mag e s a r e p r e s e n t e d i n T A 8 L E l : -l 9 . A . s m a 1 1 s c a t t e r 
of artefacts occurs on the area in front of the shelter 
and in a small shelter above. The artefactual material in-
cludes some hornfels chunks. No pottery was noticed. The 
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PLATE 53: -·---· 
Ox-wagon? 
PLATE 54: 
Figure with stick at 
left has frontal bag 
similar to figures 
at PL 12. Figure at 
right is kneeling and 
has a club in the 
hand. 
PLATE 55: 
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DESCRIPTION - SITE PL 45 
A small rock v1all (see photograph 62) v1hich has a large 
bush 9rowing in front of it at present. It occurs at the 
lower end of the artefact scatter on the sward and the 
sward forms the floor of the site. The wall faces· north-
. east and no protection fOr the elements is offered . 
This is seen as a unit of the cluster described by sites 
PL 43 - 46. Artefactual debris occurs in close proximity. 
T h e w a 1 l i s p a i n t e d a n d t h e i m a g e s a ~~ e p ~~ e s e n t e d ·i n 
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PLATE 56: PL 44 and PL 4G. 44 is the shelter in 
background and 46 is the sample cf artefacts 
on saddle in the foreground. PL 45 just off 









H s QZ Q ccs p ·rnTA. ! lv L.: 
--- ------:.. ... - ......... ·-·-· -----·--··1 • 
c;-JI.PS/CHUNKS 44,7 52,4 1 L .i 50,0 40,6 I I ! 
• 
FLAKES 45,4 60,0 42,9 66,7 44,4 46,0 I 
CORES 0,7 20,0 ll '1 I 1 ~ 6 I I 
UTILIZED 6,4 20,0 11 , ·1 22,2 7.0 I 
l 
ADZE 2,8 22,2 3,2 ! 
! 
REF.MER L 50~0 0)5 I l I 
lvJ.R.P. . 1 1 ' 1 0 5 : ' 1 
UPPER G~INOSTONE 4,8 -····1 0 - i ' !J ! , __ _..._ .. .--------i 
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n = 76 
n = 86 
n = 3 
i1 = l 3 
n = 6 
n - , - I 
n = 1 
n == l 
n ~ l 41 
n = 5 
n = 21 
n = 9 
n = 9 












~1 LATE 5: ·-----
PL,\T[ G: ---
PL 6: View o~ site from kloof floor. 
(elephants) above figures and on sloping 
G1·oup of elephants at PL 6. 
Painting 













DESCRIPTION - SITE PL 6 
A small, low overhang with a triangular recess on the right 
hand side of the painted surface. It is basically an east 
facing shelter whic~ would receive morning to early after-
noon sun. A boulder at the front and bushes growing around 
it at present provide a certain amount of shade in tHe back 
of the 11 Shelter 11 but the sward in front is flat and sun 
would be available here from mid morning in winter, and 
earlier in summer. Shade is availabe in many places, j.e. 
on opposite wall approximately 20 metres away or around the 
corner in PL 7 and 8. The site viewed on its own is insig-
nificant having a few paintings and some scattered artefacts, 
but if viewed in terms of the site cluster in this area it 
assumes more significance. This is the first site of a 
cluster in the area and the first area to show archaeologi-
cal remains since PL 5, approximately 2i kilom~tres down the 
kloof. The Doring would probably form the most reliable 
water source for this area although some pools of standing water 
are present after rain on top of the ridge on the west stde 
of the kloof. The artefact scatter includes some hornfels 
flakes and chunks, one silcrete and one ccs chunk. 
TABLE l:3{a) and (b) lists.the rock art images. The site 
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DESCRIPTION - SITE PL 7 
A very prominent shelter at the base of the west face of the 
kloof and approximately 10 metres up the kloof from PL 6. 
The shelter is low (one cannot stand upright) and fairly deep . 
The floor is a continuation of the kloof bed and soft and 
sandy in the shelter. The shelter faces north east and since 
it lacks any natural screening would be open to any wind 
blowing in the kloof. It would be susceptible to rain and 
rain-bearing winds which blow in from the north-west and 
to the daily and nightly local katabatic air _movements .in 
the kloof. Shade can be found at all times in the deepest 
section of the shelter and on either side depending on the 
time of day. One steps from the shelter onto the kloof bed 
from where there is a view up the kloof to PL 18 and some-
way down the kloof. This area would receive morning to after-
noon sun. The site does not shew much occupational debris 
apart from a few hornfels flakes and chunks while PL 8 about 
15 metres up the kloof and on the same side at the same 
height, has a large artefact scatter. The painting at PL 7 
is of little importance and only a few images are present. 
All the images are painted on the roof because of the lack 
of good surface at the sides of the shelter. The paucity 
of archaeological rem~ins was surprising • 
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PLATE 8: PL 8: 
behind 
View from klcof floor. 
the rocks. Grid shows 
Shelter at middle 












DESCRIPTION - SITE PL 8 
This includes a shelter with paintings and occupational 
debris and an open artefact scatter on the gently sloping 
sward in front. The shelter itself is long rather than 
deep and one can stand upright in most of it. The floor 
is a grey, sandy deposit probably somewhere in the region of 
10 centimetres deep or more. The shelter is screened by 
boulders at either side and by bushes in front at present • 
Its situation, north-east facing in the west face of the kloof~ 
a few metres above the kloof floor and natural screening, 
mak~ it almost an ideal situation for occupation in this 
area. Shade is available from the morning to afternoon sun 
if needed ~nd wJnd and rain would not affect the shelter to any 
significant degree. A long gently sloping sward is present 
directly in front of the shelter. This area is covered by 
an artefact scatter which is approximately 15 metres x 
10 metres. A surface sample of 6 x 1 metres was made here 
a n d t h e p o s i t i o n o f t h e s a m p 1 e d a r· e a c a n b e s e e n i n t h e 
photograph. The results of the sample are presented in 
TA~LE l:VII,VIII and IX. The rock art images are presented 
in TABLE 1 :5(a) and (b). Some artefactual debris does occur 
in the shelter, i.e. two quartzite lower grindstones, 1 
quartzite upper grindstone/hammer and several pottery sherds . 
Extended occupation is believed to have occurred at this 
site . 











-~ . I H s QZ Q ccs p TOT ALl 
! 
CHIPS/CHUNKS 47 9 1 6 2 2 76 I FLAKES 74 2 7 14 4 1 0 l 
-
UTILIZED 5 5 
PIECES ESQUILLEESI 1 1 
SCRAPER 2 2 
ADZE 7 1 8 
I 
M. R. P. 1 1 
lTOTAL .--E4 3 1 6 30 9 2 194 
TABLE 1 :VII ACTUAL ARTEFACT COUNTS PER RAW MATERIAL 
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• o" ~ ? TOT Jl.L 
'HUMANS - 3 3 
3 3 ·ELAND 
• Left Ri ht ? HANDPRINTS 2 2 
!'lARKS 22 
D /:l.U B S 1 
• ____ ·_l :_ LINES AREA OF PAINT' 
• 
1 : 5 (a) 
TOTAL 
•• HU~1ANS 3 
ANIMALS 3 
HANDPR!NTS___l____ 2 




TABLES 1:5 (a) (b) - ROCK ART I~iJl.GES AT PL8 
• 
• 








PLATE 9: PL 9: Looking from kloof floor. Painting on 














DESCRIPTION - SITE PL 9 
A s 111 a 1 1 s h e l t e r \'J i t h a 1 o v: ~~ o o f o c c u ~~ r ·i n g a t k l o o f 1 e v e l i n t h e 
c a s t f a c e o f t h e k i o o f . ·;· h e s h e 1 t e ~~ ·i t s e 1 f f a c e s we s t a n d 
is almost directly opposite PL 6,7 and 8. The site would 
only receive afternoon sun and would be reasonably protected 
in case of rain. The lack of natural screening would cause 
it to be s~sceptible to wind. The archaeological debris 
consists exclusively of paintings and these images are pre-
sented in TABLE 1: 6(a) and (b). Clearly not scheduled for 
occupation . 
• ... ..-·-:--------· ... ...-~ . .......... -... _~~ ..... -~-. --·----~ ................ -~- ~ .. ---···--···~---~--..... --~..,-- ..... - ~.~ ........... ....,...... . ..,_,_..,. . ...... ··~---·---- -- ... - -- ---.-- ... ---- ·- ........ ··~ . 





cf ~ ? TOT 1\L 
---~-----------61 • HUMANS 2 - 4 6 
~1ARK I 2 1 
!PALETTE 1 l 
SHAPE 4 
• LINE 3 
ARE!\ OF PAINT 1 
.. 
···-
• 1 :6 (a) 
TOTAL 
I HU~lANS I .Xl •• ~NIM1\TE J -- _j 
1 7 
1:6 (b) 
, . TABLES l :6 (a) (b) - ROCK ART Il~AGES t'\T PL 9 
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DESCRIPTION - SITE PL 10 
P, s m a l l s h e 1 t e r· i n t h e e a s t fa c e o f t h e k l o o f a n d s l i g h t l y 
above the kloof floor. This shelter is about 8 metres 
up the kloof from PL 9 and its situation is exactly as that 
described for PL 9. This shelter has some fallen reck on 
the right hand side and this might provide some relief 
(though not much) from a south-east valley wind. Again the 
archaeological debris ccinsists exclusively of paintings and 
these are presented in TABLE l:7(a) and (b). This shelter 
is also not scheduled for extended cccupation . 
• 
• 
• cf 9 ? TOTAL 
HUMANS 
--1 
2 2 14 18 
LIN[ 25 
• SHP.PE 1 
PATCH 1 
1-.-
• 1:7 (a) 















• PLATE 11 
• 
• 
·:,,_ . ~~ ... 
·• j 
/ •.. : / ~: 
. ..... f : t;.;..t 
;_-... ... / 
~ ...... } . .' ~~ 
.... 
PL 11: View looking toward PL 12 . 













DESCRIPTION - SITE PL 11 
A sma1·1 area wfiich forms an alcove to a very 1arge shelter, 
i.e. Pl 12. This is on the west face of the kloof and 
approximately 4 metres above the kloof floor. The floor is 
basal rock and level and access can be gained from PL 12 
or from the kloof on the left of the shelter. Several large 
boulders are s t re~vn around the site and one forms a s rna 1 ·1 
tunnel which i s the access f t~om PL l 2 . There is no direct 
view into PL 1 2 from the alcove unless one crouches and Tooks 
through the access. The alcove has no overhang as such apart 
from some minor projections near to the access. It receives 
. sun from _midmorning to about noon but shade can be found at 
all times in PL 12. The ~leave faces north-east. 
While no artifactual debris is directly associated with the 
alcoves this material does occur to some extent in PL 12 
and in the area in front of the shelter. An exposed wall 
in the alcove is painted and the paintings are presented 
ih TABLE 1:8. It would probably be used as a unit of PL 12, 
but not for occupation . 
-··· i 
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PL 11 visibie 
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PLATE 13: Females \1/ith foot-length 
long line of similar 
Probably repainted • 
but 
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Male figures with frontal 
sheep (same colour) 
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DESCRIPTION - SITE PL 12 
A large shelte!~ in the \!.fest face of the kloof und approximately 
4 metres above the kloof floor~ and approximately 150 metres 
from PL 8. The shelter faces north-east and is about 8 
metres deep overall. The floor is rocky and has a light sand 
c o v e r i n g i n p 1 a 'c e s a n d b a s e r o c k i n o t h e r s . I n t h e fa r r ·i g h t 
of the shelter -; s a mound of what l oaks 1 ike deposit but may 
have built up solely due to wind action and dassie debris . 
Because of the rocky/boulder nature of the floor level 
sleeping places are limited. Sun is available in the whole cave 
arou~d mid morning but after this some shade can be found in .. · 
the deepest parts and total shade cccurrs by mid afternoon . 
While the site is open and unprotected, normal weather con-
ditions do not affect it adversely. Rainstorms and strong 
wind make the shelter unpleasant but one can still remain 
dry by keeping to the deeper re~esses. The outer regions 
become sodden during rain as ~~ter cascades off the overhang 
onto this area. Archaeological debris consists of ~ock art 
and artefactual debris although the latter is sparse . 
One quartzite upper grindstone v~as found in the shelter 
and several hornfels flakess chips, chunks were seen on the 
area of the kloof floor in front of the shelter. Pottery is 
present too but in low frequencies. One decorated red burn-
ished neck sherd was found. The decor~tion consists of 
incised horizontal lines on the neck. The use of the site 
for extended occupation is not as clear a~ at certain other sites 
and as. such this shelter may have been scheduled for another 
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Tf~BLES 1:9 (a) (b) - ROCK 1\RT Ifv!AGES AT PL 12 
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PL 41: Looking into the shelter from the open area 
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PLATE 21 SITE PL 14: View of site from PL 13 looking north-east. .. 
• 
• 











DESCRIPTION - SITE PL 14 
A sm~l1, low shelter in the east face of the kloof and about 
4 metres above the kloof Floor. This is directly opposite 
PL 13 and one can see down the kloof to PL 12, ll, 8, 7 and 
6. The floor of the shelter is rocky and uneven. Its 
position, orientation (south-west) and nature determine its 
sun availability which occurs during the late afternoon. 
Sun is available on the opposite side of the kloof during 
the late morning and in the kloof itse~f from late morning 
to mid-afternoon. This site is fai~ly well pF~~ected fro~ 
wind and rain. Archaeological debris consists of some 
painting and two hornfels and one silcrete flake. This 
site should also be viewed in terms of the cluster jn the 
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• PLATE 22: 
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PL 15: View 
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DESCRIPTION - SITE PL 15 
A large shelter in the east face of the kloof and about 
20 metres above the kloof floor and almost directly oppo-
site PL 18, one of the largest sites in the kloof. The floor 
of the shelter is generally rocky and uneven. Sun is 
available at the site during late afternoon when ~hade can 
be found on the opposite side of the kloof. The access to 
the shelter is difficult via a steep boulder-strewn talus . 
Many intel~twined bushes also hinder easy access. The shelter 
faces north-west and as such would receive th~ north-west 
wind which is usually the rain bearing wind. Shelter from 
rain could be found in some places. The view from the 
sh~lter is limited. One can see a portion of the opposite 
kloof wall including PL 18~ 17 and 47. The view also extends 
to the plain above the west wall of the kloof and to sites 
PL 16 and 49. While thete is an excellent painting surface 
in this cave there is little rock art. ihe images are 
presented in TABLE l :12(a)(b). f\rtefactual material is spars.e 
and limited to a mulit-faced quartzite upper grindstone~ 
(four faces) and one hornfels flake. Pl 18 must for some 
reason/s provide a better situation for occupation than occurs 











A large shelter in the east face of the kloof and about 
20 metres above· the kloof floor and almost directly oppo-
site PL 18, one of the largest sites in the kloof. The floor 
of the shelter is generally rocky and uneven. Sun is 
available at the site during late afternoon when shade can 
be found on the opposite side of the kloof. The access to 
the shelter is difficult via a steep boulder-strewn talus. 
Many intertwined bushes ·also hinder easy access. The shelter 
faces north-west and as such would receive the north-west 
wind which is usually the rain bearing wind. Shelter from 
rain could be found in some places. The view from the 
shelter is limited. One can see a portion of the opposite 
kloof wall including PL 18, 17 and 47. The view also extends 
to the plain above the west wall of the kloof and to sites 
P L l 6 and 4 9. W hi 1 e there i s an ex c e 11 en t p a i n t ·i n g ·s ut' face 
in this cave there is little rock art. The images are 
presented in TABLE 1 :l2(a)(b). Artefactual material is spar·se 
and limited to a mulit-faced quartzite upper grindstone, 
(four faces) and one hornfels flake. Pl 18 must for some 
reason/s provide a better situation for occupation than occurs 




o~·· ? TOTAL • ROAN ANTELOPE 1 1 
BONTEBOK 1 1 
SMEf\RS 4 
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TABLES 1:12 (a) (b)- ROCK ART H1AGES AT PL 15 
• 
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PLATE 24: PL 16: 
Sample 
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DESCRIPTION - SITE PL 16 
A small north-east facing shelter with rock art and an 
associated artefact scatter: situated on the plain above 
the we~t wall of the k1oof and some 80 metres above the 
kloof floor. Access from the kloof is n~t too difficult 
and the easiest routes are apparenlty from PL 12 or 18. 
The shelter is completely unprotected and would receive 
any rain which would happen to fall along with northerly 
w i n d s . Sun i s a v a i l v. b 1 e i n t h e she l t e r from e a r 1 y morn in 9 
through to mid-afternoon but one only has to move out of 
the .she 1 t e r to r e c e i v e sun for m o s t of the day . The f l o or 
is sandy and may well form a small deposit. The surrounding 
area is rocky and stepped and it is over this area that the 
artefact s~atte~ occurs. A sample of 1~ x 5 metres was made 
on one of the terraces in front of the shelter and the 
results are presented in TABLE 1: X,XI and XII. Rock art 
in the shelter consists exclusively of handprints. These 
are presented in TABLE l :13. Bone and OES are present in small 
quantities and one quartz tempred sherd is present in the 
sample. Some Dutch porcelain and metal was also found on 
the talus • 












H s QZ Q ccs T-i·a,-?71 
I 
CHIPS/CHUNKS 37 6 1 0 2 55 
FLAKES 41 1 6 1 6 9 73 
CORES 4 1 3 8 
UTILIZED 7 7 
PIECES ESQUILLEES ., 1 
ADZE L 10 1 11 
UPPER GRINDSTONE 1 1 
TOTAL I 99 3 1 3 2"9 i 2 ., 56 ----
... 
TABLEl:X ACTUAL ARTEFACT COUNTS PER RAW MATERIAL 






























UTILIZED 100,0 100% l 
PIECES ESQUILLEES 100,0 100% 
.ADZE 90,9 9,1 ·:oo%1 
UPPER GRINDSTONE 100,0 "!00% I 
t-T-O_T_A_L-------1--6-3-~-5---,-,-9----8-, 3 1 8 , 6 7 , 7 11 0 0% 1 
--------------- ---------!----'""' 






















s QZ Q 
46,?. 34,5 
33,3 49,2 55~2 
33,3 10,3 
33~3 
UPPER GRit~DSTONE_L_ _7_,_7 ___ . 
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75,0 46~8 
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FIG 1 : VII PERCENTAGE RAW MATERIAL PER ARTEFACT CATEGORY SITE PL 16 
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FIG 1 : VIII PERCENTAGE ARTEFACT CLASS PER RAW MATERIAL S'TE PL 1E 
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DESCRIPTION - SITE PL 17 
A small alcove without any overhang on the left face of PL 18 
(see photo). Access is gained by way of the main ~ave, PL 18 
and by climbing over and beteen some boulders which seperates 
the alcove from the main cave. These boulders shield the 
alcove from direct view of the main cave. The alcove is 
screened by fallen bould.ers and bushes but a view is available 
down the kloof to PL 12 etc. A small flat rock terrace is 
available and the boulders and bushes provide some shade. 
Parts of the alcove never receive direct s~n. The alcove is 
about 30 metres above the kloof floor and as such sun is 
·available earlier in the morning than sites at lower levels 
o n · t h e s am e ( \.., e s t ) s i d e o f t h e k 1 o o f . ~! h i 1 e n o d i r e c t s u n 
p e n e t r a t e s t h e a 1 c o v e s s u n i s a v a i 1 a b 1 e i n t h e m a i n c a v e o t~ 
on the talus f~r most of the day. This area is sheltered 
from wind but has no protection from the rain. The 
general orientation is about north-east. A large rock wall 
with a good, albeit exposed surface is avail~ble for painting 
and the images that occur e1re presented in TABLE 1 :"l4. No 
artefactual material was noticed in the alcove. This site 
and another alcove on the other side of the main.cave 
probably form units of the main cave • 
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View from ridge opposite. 
(arrmved) 
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Group - males at left and females right Wlth karosses. 
Note also handprints and equids at lower right . 
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note mottled kaross on figure at 
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Detail of 2 figures from group at PL 18. 
Note "beads" around neck, \·mists, knees, 
ankles . 
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Detail of a figure from Driehoek Cave, 
Clamvilliam- note similar "beads" and 
styl'e of execution to figures above. 
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Group dance? Elephants below. 
"hookheads" and 2 dark females. 
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PLATE 33: Group dance? Elephants below. 
1'hookheads" and 2 dark females. 
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Female figure with steatopygia. Compare 
this 
(see 
to a similar figure at Elizabethfontein 
text for more details) 
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Large painting of a Rhebuck with white neck outline and 
white infill in the ea~. Also large figure with arms 
raised and over emphasised penis. Below- part of 
group of male figures with beads and white-tipped 











DESCRIPTION - SITE PL 1 8 -----
A 1 a rge shelter in the VIeS t face of the kloof and about 
30 metres above the kloof floor. The cave is deep~ approxi-
mately 1 0 metres as we 11 as high and wide. (15 x 24 metres) 
Access is via a steep talus slope which is littered with 
artefactual debris. The cave itself has a sandy floor/ 
deposit probably 0,5 metres or more in depth with basal 
rock showing through on the extremeties. The site is open 
at the front and has boulders on each side whi£h lead to small 
alcoves, designated PL 17 and 47. The north-east orientation 
ensures that the site receives sun from early morning to 
about 2.00 pm. Wind can be a problem and the front of the 
site would receive rain but shelter could be found in the 
deepest recesses. Shade is available at the shelter PL 15 
opposite during the morning, (as well as in one of the alcoves) . 
Bedding occurs around the back of the cave and two samples 
v.Jel~e taken from this. Results are. not yet available. 
_ . . . Much rock art {s present (the most for 
any site in the kloof) and this is presented in TABLE 1:15 . 
Artefactual debris occurs in high frequencies on the ta'lus 
and to a lesser extent on the surface of the floor of the 
cave. Inside the cave and on the outside extremeties one 
can find flakes, cores, scrapers, adzes, pottery. Also 
found was a piece of incised OES, a fragment of a bored stone 
of quartzite/sandstone, upper and lower grindstone: bone~ 
and OES. One fragment of marine white mussel (Donax serra) 
--------
and a ·whole perforated shell (Glycimeris queketti) were 
--
found in the drip line as was a bifaci-al silcrete point. 
Two artefact samples were taken on the talu~, i.e. PL l8(a), 
· (3 x 1 metres) and PL l8(b), (3 x 1 metres). The talus 
presents a difficult sampling situation owing to its steep 
and rocky nature and samples may be slightly biased since 
material tends to collect against projections during slope 
runoff. The results of the samples are presented in TABLES 
XIII, XIV and XV- PL 18 (a), and TABLES XVI, XVII and XVIII -













The-natyre of the remains suggests that this is an important 
site in the kloof. This may be explained by the very size 
and attractive nature of the situation and its relative 
proximity to water and raw materials. The remains further 
suggest that the site was occupied for extended periods of 
time and may form a focal point from which certain other sites 












H s QZ 
CHIPS/CHUNKS 95 2 5 
FLAKES 79 4 9 
Q ccs 
- p I TOT~ -----
39 6 2 ll 4 9 ! 
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M. R. P. 
TOTAL 
TABLE 1 :XIII 
1 1 2 I 
9 ., 2 1 2 
1 
1 9 3 8 l 4 
-
I 1 .. 
I 
~·~---- ' ~~~ 
67 21 2 ---~~~ 
ACTUAL ARTEFACT COUNTS PER RAW MATERIAL FOR 



























Q ccs p ~~~ 
2 6 s2 ·w··,-;--r-1 o ;; 1 
19,8 9)9 !1oo% 1 
1100% I 
50,0 llOO% I 
I l 00% I 
5 0 ~ 0 '11 0 0 ~~ '! 
l 
ADZE .75,0 8,3 16 5 7 .,100% i 
M.R.P. 100~0 100%! 
~--------+--_:________ ------· -·--·r--; 
'-T_O_T_A_L _______ L~~-2_,_6 __ 4_, 6 ___ 2_1_~ 8_· -~-~~~_]--~ 0 0 ~~_j 













CHI PSI C H U ~~ KS 49,2 25,0 
FLAKES 40,9 50,0 
CORES l ~ 0 
UTILIZED 0,5 
PIECES ESQUILLEES l '6 
SCRAPER 12,5 
ADZE 4,7 l 2) 5 
M.R.P. 0~5 






Q ccs p I TOT J\L! 
8,2 . 28,6 100,0 I 4(~S -, 
l 42.7 l 
! . i 
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' FLAKES 76,0 2~7 .. 
CORES 25,0 25,0 
UTILIZED 83,3 
ADZE 80,0 10,0 
N. R. P. 100,0 
TOTAL 76,6 l , 8 
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ACTUAL ARTEFACT COUNTS PER RAW MATERIAL FOR 
















P •1T;T !\Ll -·- ---i 
45,7 33,3 60,5 28,6 100,0 1~45,4 I 44:2 66,7 66,7 34,2 52,4 44,5 
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DESCRIPTION - SilE PL 44 
A small shelter with a low roof which prevents standing 
upright. This site is approximately 7 metres north of PL 43 
and about 3 metres above the saddle. The floor is bedrock 
and the walls are rather scrappy. The sun situation woul·d 
be the same as for PL 43 except that hel~e the overhang is 
bigger and some shade would be provided from noon onwards. 
Some shelter from rain and wind is offerred if needed. 
No artefactu~l material is present iri the shelter itself 
but is present on the saddle below. Painting is present 
and the images are p1·esented in TABLE 1:311 (a)(b). This 
is not viewed as being attractive for occupation. 
